
 
 

What Shall We Do With The Drunken Sailor 
 

1. Strophe 

Dm What shall we do with the drunken sailor C What shall we 
do with the drunken sailor 
Dm What shall we do with the drunken sailor C Early in the Dm 
morning? 

Refrain 

Dm Hoo-ray, and up she rises C Hoo-ray, and up she rises 

Dm Hoo-ray, and up she rises C Early in the Dm morning 

2. Strophe 

Dm Put him in the long boat until he's sober[1] C Put him in the 
long boat until he's sober 
Dm Put him in the long boat until he's sober C Early in the Dm 
morning 

3. Strophe 

Dm Pull out the plug[2] and wet[3] him all over C Pull out the 
plug and wet him all over 
Dm Pull out the plug and wet him all over C Early in the Dm 

morning 

4. Strophe 

Dm Take him and shake him and try to awake him C Take him 
and shake him and try to awake him 

Dm Take him and shake him and try to awake him C Early in 
the Dm morning 

5. Strophe 

Dm Give him a dose of salt and water C Give him a dose of salt 

and water 

Dm Give him a dose of salt and water C Early in the Dm morning 

6. Strophe 

Dm Give him a dash with a bosun's[4] rope-end[5] C Give him a 
dash with a bosun's rope-end 

Dm Give him a dash with a bosun's rope-end C Early in the Dm 
morning 

7. Strophe 

Dm Haeve him by the leg in a running bowline[6] C Haeve him 
by the leg in a running bowline 

Dm Haeve him by the leg in a running bowline C Early in the 

Dm morning 

 
 



 
 

 
8. Strophe 

Dm Put him in the scuppers[7] with a hose pipe[8] on him C Put 
him in the scuppers with a hose pipe on him 

Dm Put him in the scuppers with a hose pipe on him C Early in 
the Dm morning 

9. Strophe 

Dm Shave his belly with a rusty razor C Shave his belly with a 
rusty razor 
Dm Shave his belly with a rusty razor C Early in the Dm 
morning 

10. Strophe 

Dm That´s what to do with a drunken sailor C That´s what to 
do with a drunken sailor 
Dm That´s what to do with a drunken sailor C Early in the Dm 
morning 
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1. ↑ sober = nüchtern 

2. ↑ plug = Stöpsel(eines Kruges oder Fasses) 

3. ↑ wet = feucht, nass (machen) 

4. ↑ bosun: eigentlich "boatswain" = Bootsmann 

5. ↑ rope-end = Tau- bzw. Seilende 

6. ↑ running bowline = Palsteg (Seemanns-Knoten) 

7. ↑ scuppers = Speigatte (Seemansbegriff für ein Abflussloch von Seewasser) 

8. ↑ hose pipe = Schlauch 

 
 


